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Ten years ago, as General Motors’ Corporate VP 
of R&D and Strategic Planning, I watched Carnegie 
Mellon University’s Team Tartan win the 2007 DARPA 
Urban Challenge—a contest staged by the U.S. 
Department of Defense that established the technical 
feasibility of autonomous vehicles. As Team Tartan’s 
lead sponsor, I was thrilled that our team won. I was 
even more excited by the promise of driverless cars.

Just a decade later, much sooner than I or anyone 
else might have imagined, the freedom and indepen-
dence provided by today’s automobiles is being rede-
fined. This new “autonomy” promises better mobility 

and safety for more people at lower cost. The implica-
tions for the automobile industry are profound.

If you own an automobile, you appreciate being 
able to go where you want, when you want. But you 
also put up with a lot of hassles to realize this benefit. 
You must shop for your car, finance and insure it, drive 
it, refuel it, clean it, maintain it, park it and sit in it 
when you’re stuck in traffic. This is all about to change 
for the better.
 
A $4 trillion disruption
For more than a century, car companies have taken for 
granted that vehicles will be driven by people, powered 
by combustion engines and owned primarily by indi-
viduals. These presumptions now are being challenged 
by a stunning convergence of new technology and 
innovative business models. Soon after the DARPA 
Challenge, a remarkable series of events set the stage 
for the revolution to come. Google gathered together 
the brightest engineering talent from that event and 
launched its Self-Driving Car Project. Upstart Tesla 
delivered its first Roadster in 2008, highlighting the 
promise of electric vehicles with outstanding perfor-
mance using lithium-ion batteries.

And shortly after that, scrappy start-ups Uber, 
Lyft and others established an enormous market for 
ride sharing and began the decoupling of people from 
personal ownership of automobiles.

These milestones occurred during the darkest 
days of the auto industry. While GM and Chrysler 
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Technology touchstone: The forest of sensors on Carnegie Mellon’s 2007 
DARPA Challenge-winning “Boss” shows the progress made in autonomous 
systems during the last decade.
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were going bankrupt and others were fighting for 
their lives, the seeds of the mobility revolution were 
being planted by companies from outside the industry. 
These were new players in the transportation space. 
But they possessed a “bone-deep” understanding of 
digital technology and a passion for designing and 
delivering compelling transportation experiences—not 
just attractive cars.

Now, merely ten years after Team Tartan’s 
Chevrolet ‘Boss’ crossed the finish line, autonomous 
electric vehicles supplying transportation as a service 
are poised to usher-in a new age of automobility. This 
transformation promises more people greater freedom 
in how they move around and how they live their lives. 
Individually, each of the breakthroughs offer signif-
icant value. When combined, their benefits propel 
transportation autonomy to extraordinary heights.

The transportation-cost implications of this new 
era are profound. Supported by a team that included 
my colleague Bill Jordan, with funding provided 
through Jeff Sachs’ Earth Institute at Columbia 
University, I led a research effort that revealed for the 
first time the cost implications’ startling scale. Results 
suggested that driverless electric vehicles tailor-de-
signed for shared transportation service in U.S. cities 
could reduce the out-of-pocket and time costs of 
conventional automobile travel by 80% (from $1.50 
per mile to $0.25 per mile)—while providing safer and 
more convenient mobility.

Since Americans drive 3 trillion miles per year, 

this corresponds to nearly a $4 trillion disruption in 
the U.S. economy alone! The entire roadway transpor-
tation “ecosystem” will be disrupted.

Our Columbia University research also concluded 
that by drastically reducing the enormous waste 
inherent in today’s human-driven, combustion-pow-
ered, individually-owned automobiles, the new age of 
automobility is the key to sustainable mobility.

“Transportation as a Service” (TaaS) sells miles, 
trips and experiences instead of vehicles, gasoline, and 
insurance. It focuses vehicle design and engineering on 
delivering compelling riding experiences, on optimizing 
total cost per mile and on tailoring vehicles to the types 
of trips people take. TaaS vehicles will be the “ultimate 
riding machines.” They will have fewer parts because of 
the inherent simplicity of electric drive and because they 
do not require steering wheels and columns, brake and 
accelerator pedals, and instrument clusters.

As such, they will be significantly lighter, making 
them even more amenable to electric drive and more 
energy-efficient. And they can be tailored to different 
types of trips, especially one- and two-person trips, 
which account for 80% of U.S. auto travel today.

The new age of automobility includes both 
shared-use and personal-use transportation services. 
Shared-use entails fleets of vehicles that can be hailed 
by customers using their personal devices. Driverless 
vehicles arrive in a few minutes and transport the 
passengers door-to-door. The vehicle then gets 
assigned optimally to serve others.

Driverless electric vehicles tailor-designed for shared urban transportation service can significantly reduce out-of-pocket and time costs for 
travel, while providing safer and more convenient mobility.
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Personal-use TaaS is akin to having your own 
vehicle and subscribing to a service that handles its 
parking, fueling and maintenance when you’re not 
riding in it. Think of your vehicle as a personal valet 
that not only takes you door-to-door when you want, 
but also can be dispatched by you to run errands or 
transport family and friends.

Automobility will integrate goods movement 
with people movement. Shared-use transportation 
services can pick-up and deliver small packages using 
the same vehicle fleets and service infrastructure (i.e., 
vehicle staging, fueling and maintenance) used to move 
people around, providing increased network scale and 
higher fleet and infrastructure utilization. And person-
al-use TaaS will let you send your vehicle to stores or 

fulfillment centers to pick-up goods, freeing you from 
the need to take shopping trips.

Just as new-car sales today depend on used-car sales, 
personal-use and shared-use transportation services are 
interdependent. When you are ready for a new person-
al-use vehicle, your current one can be deployed in a 
shared-use fleet to sell its remaining miles of life.

The financial implications are compelling. Today, 
the average net income per vehicle sold by most auto 
companies ranges from $1000 to $5000. In contrast, 
a transportation service vehicle with a 300,000-mile 
life earning just $0.10 per mile makes a lifetime profit 
of $30,000. Given that total travel cost per mile could 
potentially be reduced by over a dollar, a $0.10 per mile 
profit certainly appears within reach.

While today’s prototypes are expensive, the cost of 
autonomous driving systems on TaaS vehicles should 
be quite low compared to the cost of human drivers. 
Assuming that at scale and maturity the required 
sensors, processors and actuators cost less than 
$10,000 and last 300,000 miles, your virtual “chauf-
feur” will cost just $0.03 per mile. This is one-tenth the 
cost of a U.S. minimum-wage human driver making 
$7.50 per hour and averaging 25 mph.

And, the cost could be even lower after accounting 
for the parts no longer needed on vehicles that drive 
themselves.

The implications for long-haul trucking are as 
significant as those for light-duty vehicles and package 
delivery. A typical over-the-road trucker makes about 
$0.50 per mile. But the savings from autonomous 
tractors go well beyond labor. Consider the tractor 
parts that are no longer needed when drivers are 
removed: windshields, doors, seats, human controls, 
HVAC and sleeper cabs, for example. These will even-
tually cost more than the sensors, processors and actu-
ators added to enable autonomous trucking.

Driverless tractors will operate nearly 24 hours 
per day, compared to about eleven hours with drivers 
due to safety regulations. My “farmer’s math” suggests 
the cost of long-haul trucking could decline by about 
50%—a remarkable productivity improvement oppor-
tunity and amplifier of e-commerce growth.

The biggest development risk of autonomous 
vehicles is taking more time than needed to reach their 

”“Apple CEO Tim Cook calls autonomous vehicles the “mother of all 
artificial intelligence applications.”
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Transformational change for the first time in a century.

The new age of automobility includes both shared-use and personal-use 
transportation services.
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an open mind to the future, you should be excited 
and motivated by the new age of automobility. It will 
free you from the packaging constraints defined by 
current safety regulations, human factors for drivers 
and combustion powertrains. It will give you the 
opportunity to create compelling transportation expe-
riences, not just compelling cars. CEO Rick Wagoner 
let me “play in this sandbox” when I led GM R&D 
for 12 years. Along with a team of GM designers and 
technologists, we created concepts like AUTOnomy 
and EN-V based on a “new DNA” for the automobile. 
It was exhilarating work.

Although I believe this exciting future is inevi-
table, I can’t predict exactly how and when the “tipping 
point” will occur. Players with strong vested interests in 
the current age of the automobile are adept at resisting 
change and powerful enough to influence the path 
forward. At the same time, new players with deep 
pockets and incredible technical capabilities have set 
their sights on accelerating change.

What’s certain is that getting to this future will be 
quite a ride. It’ll be thrilling for those who reach out 
and grasp what’s now possible, and terrifying for those 
who hesitate and cling to the past. It is a journey that 
will be led by those who get in front of the inevitable, 
by those who deeply understand the potential of digital 
technology, by those who know how to design compel-
ling transportation experiences and by those who are 
capable of flawlessly operating transportation services. 
The destination is a new world of autonomy bringing 
unprecedented mobility to a lot more people. ■

Lawrence D. Burns, Ph.D, advises orga-
nizations on the future of mobility, 
logistics, manufacturing, energy and 
innovation. His current clients include 
Waymo, Peloton Technology, and Kitson 
& Partners. Larry served as General 
Motors Corporate Vice President of R&D 

and Planning from 1998-2009. Between 2010 and 2016, he was 
Professor of Engineering Practice at the University of Michigan, 
Director of the Program for Sustainable Mobility at Columbia 
University, and an advisor to several major companies. Larry’s 
newest book (with Christopher Shulgan), Autonomy: The 
Quest To Build The Driverless Car—And How It Will Reshape 
Our World, will be published by Ecco / HarperCollins in 2018.

full safety benefits. The World Health Organization 
estimates that 1.3 million people per year die on the 
world’s roadways and traffic safety experts predict that 
autonomous and connected vehicles will eliminate 
90% of car crashes. This means that if we attain the full 
safety potential of autonomous and connected vehicles 
just one day sooner, we can save more than 3000 lives!
 
Impact on designers, engineers
Apple CEO Tim Cook calls autonomous vehicles the 
“mother of all artificial-intelligence applications.” In 
doing so, he implies that the future basis of compe-
tition in transportation will be quite different from 
that of the past. The new differentiating know-how 
includes machine learning, sensor fusion, perception, 
big-data, advanced analytics, sophisticated simulation, 
cybersecurity, total customer experience design and 
transportation service operations.

This is a far-cry from what auto companies are 
good at today: knowing how to integrate human 
drivers into vehicles, knowing how to develop effi-
cient and low-emission combustion powertrains and 
knowing how to build, market and sell cars and trucks 
to individuals through franchised dealers.

The new age of automobility will free us from 
driving, looking for parking, and pumping gas. It will 
free us from shuttling our kids around and worrying 
about them as inexperienced drivers. It will free us 
from losing our independence when we reach an age 
where we are no longer able to drive safely. And, it will 
free future generations of the enormous and unsustain-
able waste of today’s automobile transportation system.

If you are an automobile designer or engineer with 
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The 2011 EN-V
autonomous
concept: 
A design
liberated from
the packaging
constraints defined
by current safety
regulations, human factors
for drivers and ICE powertrains.
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